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1. About the program 

MUkit (Measurement Uncerainty Kit) is a measurement uncertainty program based on the Nordtest 

TR 537 guidebook. Using the program, the user can solve measurement uncertainties using all the 

methods defined in the Nordtest guide, except using only reproducibility between laboratories or 

using unstable control samples for the within laboratory reproducibility. 

2. System requirements 

MUkit (versions starting from 1.027) require to be installed on a computer with Microsoft 

Windows, which can run the Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 Client Profile. Earlier versions of 

MUkit require the full version. 

 

Unfortunately, the 1.0 version of the software works properly only with the Windows default DPI 

size for fonts (96 DPI). If the user is using another DPI, the user can test the program, but it is 

absolutely not guaranteed that the user can see everything and therefore make calculations with it. 

 

.NET Framework 4.0 Requirements: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-

us/library/8z6watww%28v=vs.100%29.aspx 

.NET Framework 4.0 Client Profile: http://www.microsoft.com/en-

us/download/details.aspx?id=17113 

3. Adding and editing methods 

The user can choose either "file->new" or "new calculation" to start a new analysis method to which 

the user can add concentration levels and their uncertainty calculations. 
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3.1 Specify measurand 

On the method screen's "Specify measurand" part, the user can define the method for which the 

uncertainties are being solved.  

 

Note that once the user has added analysed concentration levels to the calculation, the "Measured 

Unit" changes the units for the control samples, replicate samples and CRM:s of the already added 

calculations. The interlaboratory comparisons and recovery tests stay unchanged because their units 

are defined explicitly while adding and editing them. 
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3.2 Analysed concentration levels 

Every uncertainty calculation of the method will be listed on the "analysed concentration levels"-

list. The user can add, edit and remove uncertainty calculations using the buttons under the list. The 

user can also save unfinished uncertainty calculations. These will appear red on the list and they are 

not seen in the reports screen. 

3.3 Other 

The reports button brings the user to the reports screen. The menu includes menu items for saving, 

loading (incl. a list of recently open files – the user can also press on the open menu item to browse 

to the file), settings and about. 

4. Adding or editing a concentration level's uncertainty calculation 

When the user is adding or editing a concentration level, the user can at any time save the 

calculation as "unfinished". By doing so, the user cannot see the reports or calculated uncertainty 

values for that calculation. When adding a calculation, the user goes through the wizard page by 

page. Therefore, the user cannot jump over incomplete pages. However when editing, the user can 

jump over incomplete pages which are shown with red on the navigation bar. 
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4.1 Parameters 

 

 

On the parameters screen, the user specifies the concentration level for which the uncertainty is 

being calculated (Low Limit and High Limit). On this screen the user also chooses the methods 

used for reproducibility within-laboratory, and method and laboratory bias calculations. For further 

information about these methods, check out the Nordtest TR 537 guide. 
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4.2 Routine replicates & Control samples 

 

 

The user can input routine sample and control sample results, either straight as solved values or by 

attaching the results from a worksheet. If the results are attached from a worksheet, the information 

that can be gathered from the worksheet is bound to the respective values. The user can unbind 

these values by clicking on the "delete worksheet"-button. By doing so, the user loses all the 

worksheet data, but the values obtained from it stays. 

4.3 Worksheets 

MUkit has 3 different worksheets, which are for: 

1. Routine Replicate samples 

2. Control samples 

3. CRM samples. 
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The user can input and edit values on the worksheet. The user can also paste results to the 

worksheet from Microsoft Excel, by using the "Paste From Excel" button, or by the "Ctrl-V" 

command when a cell in the worksheet is selected. The user can also delete rows in the worksheet 

by selecting the rows from the row-header and pressing "Delete Selection" or the delete button. 

 

In the worksheet, the results are coded red if the results are invalid. The user can move to the next 

red value, by pressing the "Goto Error"-button. If the worksheet has invalid values the chart is not 

updated and the results cannot be attached by clicking "OK", which is disabled in this case. The 

yellow and green values are valid. The yellow value means on the x-chart that the value differs over 

50 % from the mean. The yellow value on the r-chart means that the range is over 2.8 * standard 

deviation approximated from the average range. The user can move to a certain value by pressing 

on it on the x- or r-chart.  
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Note that, the colors might sometimes not update before clicking on a row of the worksheet for the 

first time. 

4.4 LIMS Import 

The user can import data to all the worksheets in MUkit from LIMS-systems. Before the user can 

import data from LIMS, the LIMS-interface has to be set up. In MUkit there are, two possibilities 

for interfacing the LIMS:  

1. Web Service (XML-serialized data) 

2. ODBC SQL-interface. 

 

 

The implementation of the LIMS web service is described in Appendix 2 (in Finnish).  
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In the web service, the URL, username and password has to be given. The user can also adjust the 

first year from which results are brought and the maximum amount of rows being brought. By 

checking the "Allow Uncertified Certificate" check box, the program will allow the usage of the 

web service even if its security certificate is invalid. Note that after unchecking the check box, the 

program still allows invalid certificates until the program has been restarted! 

 

 

In the ODBC interface, the user has to define the SQL SELECT statements for control samples, 

control sample results, analysis methods for routine samples and routine sample replicate results. 

More information about the ODBC interface can be found in Appendix 1 (in Finnish). The user can 

also adjust the first year from which results are brought and the maximum amount of rows being 

brought. 
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In the case of control samples and CRM:s, the user first selects the control sample. In the case of 

routine samples, the user selects the analysis method. 
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After this, the user can filter the results before bringing them to the worksheet. 
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4.5 Certified reference materials 

 

 

On the CRM screen, the user can add and edit "CRM"s meaning series of certified materials results. 

Usually the user uses one CRM per uncertainty calculation, but with MUkit it is easy to add CRMs 

in case that there are other CRMs available in the concentration range. Check out Nordtest TR 537 

guide about practices using CRMs for uncertainty calculation. 

 

The user's laboratory's results can be brought similarly as control samples from the worksheet. On 

the CRM worksheet, the user can copy the data from the control sample worksheet, but in this case 

note that, the control sample results are only copied. Therefore, later changes on the control 

sample's worksheet will not have any effect on the CRMs worksheet. 
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4.6 Interlaboratory comparisons 

 

 

On the interlaboratory comparisons screen, the user can add and edit interlaboratory comparisons 

(PTs or similar).  

 

For a complete calculation (where the result can be obtained and the report can be viewed), the user 

has to add at least six interlaboratory comparisons. 

 

Interlaboratory results can also be imported from a web service. In this case the user first has to set 

up the web service: 
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The user can add many proficiency test web service providers (the search is done in all of them and 

the results are combined). To add a proficiency web service, the user has to fill in all the three 

fields: URL, Username and Password. Otherwise the web service will not be saved with the settings 

(no warning is given to the user).  

 

The user can also adjust the common settings for all the proficiency test providers' web services. 

The user can adjust the first year from which results are brought and the maximum amount of rows 

being brought from one web service. By checking the "Allow Uncertified Certificate" check box, 

the program will allow the usage of web services even if their security certificates are invalid. Note 

that after unchecking the check box, the program still allows invalid certificates until the program 

has been restarted! 
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If a proficiency test provider wants to interface MUkit with a proficiency web service, the 

specification for the web service is presented in Appendix 3 (in Finnish). 

 

 

After the proficiency web services are set up, the user can bring proficiency test data by selecting 

the rows the user wants to bring to the uncertainty calculation. The rows shown on the screen can be 

filtered and sorted, but unlike LIMS-results, only the selected results (and not shown) are brought to 

the uncertainty calculation. 
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4.7 Recovery tests 

 

 

On the recovery test screen, the user has to (for a complete uncertainty calculation) add at least six 

recovery test results and determine the uncertainty of the standard solution's concentration and the 

addition's volume. 

5. Reports 

When an uncertainty calculation is complete, it appears in the reports screen, which the user can 

open from the methods screen. MUkit has two kinds of reports: General reports and Nordtest 

reports. The general report contains only the key results of all uncertainty calculations, while the 

Nordtest report is generated for every uncertainty calculation. 
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The reports can be printed (for instance through print preview) or saved as html. Also a signature 

(in Finnish standards) can be added. The contents can also be copied with the mouse to for instance 

Word for further editing. 

 

Note that the images referred to in the html-report are saved in a subfolder (“html-report 

name”_Images). This means, that if the user wants to share this report, the user has to include the 

“Images”-folder with the html-report. 
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6. Settings 

 

 

The user can select the language of the program (Finnish or English), which will be updated as all 

the other settings when pressing "Save". The user can also specify the company name and user 

name seen on the reports.  

 

The user can specify the number of decimal places separately for percentages and concentrations. 

These values will only affect the program’s output (Reports and Method page). The percentage’s 

decimal places will always affect the output (i.e. if decimal places = 2 then 4,0 is shown as 4,00), 

while the concentrations are shown with the least amount of decimals possible as long as the 

amount of decimal places is under the defined maximum (i.e. if decimal places = 2 then 4,0 is 

shown as 4 and 4,005 as 4,01). 
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The decimal places “always” shown for the expanded uncertainty is defined separately. For 

measurement uncertainty calculations it is common to always round up the expanded uncertainty. 

Therefore, this functionality is made possible. 

 

Note that except for the expanded uncertainty (if round up is checked), the program rounds 

according to the away from zero principle. Meaning that exactly 0,5 will round to 1 if zero decimal 

places is chosen, while everything between 0 and 0,5 will round to 0. 

 

Proficiency test and LIMS settings are covered in 4.6 and 4.4. 

 

7. Appendixes 

The appendixes can be found in the source code folder included in the installation package or on the 

MUkit webpage. 


